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EDITOR’S
WELCOME

Then – and now

I

write this editorial, my last for Air Logistics International, with mixed
emotions.
These last four years, since the magazine’s launch, have been little

short of engrossing. A huge amount has occurred within the sector, some
good, some less so, and those tasked with recording the movements of
the cargo sector have had plenty with which to fill their pages.
Pages, perhaps, is a misnomer in this context, since for many
publications the shift to online has been both swift and inevitable. The
publishing business has talked for decades about the move away from the
printed page: first, it was the all-conquering CD as a potential medium,
but that faded once the Internet and allied technology spread their allpervading tentacles.
Technology has been the game changer here, time and time again.
The cargo sector has witnessed its impact and its ramifications and
some of the services rendered available by the cloud and other ethereal
platforms have brought to the business opportunities and facilities
that simply would not have been imagined, far less developed, even
five years ago. Analysts all point to the pandemic as the catalyst but I

MISSION
STATEMENT

believe one has to look beyond that: the fact is, technology’s curve is a

ALI comes from the
same team responsible
for the well-established
titles of Ground Handling
International and Ramp
Equipment News. As
such, it builds on over
20 years of industry
experience and, with
a comprehensive and
skilled team of writers
based in both Europe
and the US, aims to bring
the reader up to date
with the world of air
transportation.

to the pace of change.

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

continuously accelerating one, and in this context arguably more has
happened in the last two decades than in the previous six. It’s all down
Whether the publishing industry will revert to a full-blown, paperbased service remains to be seen. Certainly, with cargo aircraft full of
rather more critical freight, and last-mile delivery keeping the logistics
planners awake at night as they seek to achieve 100% customer
fulfilment, there has been a seismic shift within the industry. Capacity
will remain in short supply until the passenger side of the equation reestablishes itself – and that will take years.
In the meantime, there will be much talk about the good old days
and how things used to be. As British statesman Austen Chamberlain is
credited with saying, “May you live in interesting times.”
He might well have been referring to the logistics sector…

Alwyn Brice, Managing Editor
August 2021
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LOGISTICS
UPDATE

New Horizon in view

A

viation Horizon has signed a global
cargo general sales agency contract with
Air One Aviation to support its launch
venture into the all-cargo market for regional
B737 freighter services.
The Saudi-based private jet operator has
taken delivery of its first Boeing 737-400SF
conversion and two more are due to join its
fleet in the next three months. Each aircraft
will offer 18,500 kilogrammes of cargo capacity,
utilising 11 ULD positions.
Air One expects the B737-400s to be in
high demand for regular regional contracts,
especially in the Middle and Far East. From
their base in Sharjah, the aircraft are ideal for
high volume, e-commerce trade lanes and are
available for both long-term contracts and ad
hoc charters.
This is the second all-cargo GSA contract
awarded to Air One Aviation in the past ten
months. In 2020, it was also awarded exclusive
sales and marketing rights across all territories

by Aerotranscargo Moldova. Marketing
Aerotranscargo’s growing fleet of six Boeing
747-400 freighters (one of the largest privately
owned B747F fleets), Air One offers short and
long-term charter solutions as well as ACMI
programmes.
Paul Bennett, CEO of Air One Aviation, said:
“Having been a client of Aviation Horizon’s
private jet services, we are proud to have been
awarded this opportunity to successfully launch
the Aviation Horizon brand in the cargo market
with its first newly converted 737-400SF. This is
a perfect aircraft for regional e-commerce and
parcels operations and comes to the market at
a time when demand for capacity in this sector
has never been greater.
“The arrivals of Aviation Horizon’s second
and third 737-400 freighters will ensure we
have the back-up aircraft required to support
high frequency e-commerce flights. It will also
give us additional capacity to satisfy ad hoc
charter demand for this very popular aircraft.”

NIPPON CARGO
AIRLINES
OFFERING
E-BOOKINGS
As air cargo plays a key role in
mitigating Covid-driven supply
chain challenges, Nippon
Cargo Airlines is now providing
global freight forwarders with
dynamic rates, live capacity
and e-bookings via WebCargo, a
Freightos Group company. These
digital air cargo capabilities
will be available to over 2,000
WebCargo forwarders across
in excess of 10,000 global
branches.
“At NCA, we pride ourselves
on leveraging digital innovation
to provide customers with
the best service possible,”
explained Shawn McWhorter,
President – NCA Americas.
“Through our partnership with
WebCargo, we’re delighted to
offer logistics providers the
ease and transparency of access
to e-bookings, making the
booking process faster and more
straightforward.”

XPO RENEWS ITS CONTRACT WITH EIZO

X

PO Logistics has
renewed its multiyear contract with
EIZO, one of the UK’s fastest
growing monitor brands. The
company distributes monitors
and display solutions
manufactured by EIZO, a
global visual technology
specialist.
XPO operates a
distribution site for EIZO
in Northamptonshire, and
has twice expanded capacity
in the last 12 months to
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accommodate greater demand.
In addition to managing
warehousing, inventory and

fulfilment, XPO provides
carrier management services
tailored to the shipping

requirements for special
handling.
EIZO’s monitors and
displays are used in the
healthcare, graphic design,
video production and air
traffic control industries, as
well as image processing,
surveillance and corporate
environments. XPO is
currently developing a custom
supply chain solution to
support EIZO’s expansion
within the field-based
engineering market.

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

GEARING UP IN THE UAE FAA bolsters
The National Association of Freight and
Logistics UAE, one of the Arabian Gulf’s
oldest and most active associations,
has signed a landmark MoU with Fives
Smart Automation Solutions to propel
growth and automation across the UAE’s
e-commerce and logistics sectors.
Conceived to explore sector-wide
opportunities to improve and automate
the logistics industry and support the
UAE’s burgeoning e-commerce growth,
the MoU was signed by Nadia Abdul Aziz,
President of NAFL and International
Chamber of Commerce, Chair of
the Customs and Trade Facilitation
Commission UAE, and Umer Saleem,
Business Development and Sales -

MENA, SE Asia and Turkey for Fives SAS.
Massimiliano Fochetti, Global EVP Sales
and Marketing for Fives SAS, was also in
attendance.
“This MoU will foster mutual
co-operation in various areas to
support the logistics industry, capture
opportunities, and work closer with
government entities to further automate
the logistics and e-commerce industry,”
Aziz commented. “By harnessing the
global expertise of NAFL and Fives SAS,
we look forward to productive progress
and hastening widespread adoption
of technologically advanced methods,
which will ensure the UAE’s competitive
advantage in our focus sectors.”

aviation sector
T
he US Department of
Transportation’s Federal
Aviation Administration
(the FAA) has announced
that it will award US$8bn
in grants to keep US
airport workers employed,
construction projects going
and generally help US
airports recover from the
impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic. The funding for
the grants comes from the
American Rescue Plan Act of
2021 that President Biden
signed into law on March 11.
“The Airport Rescue
Grants keep workers
employed and help the
aviation sector recover
as more Americans get
vaccinated and begin
travelling again,” stated US
Transportation Secretary Pete
Buttigieg. “These grants are
part of the Administration’s
commitment to build

back a better and safer
transportation system
throughout our country.”
The funding provides
economic relief to eligible
commercial service, reliever
and general aviation
airports. The money will
help keep people safe and
employed by reimbursing
operational expenses, debt
service payments and costs
related to combatting the
spread of pathogens at the
airport. The funding requires
that airports continue to
employ at least 90% of their
pre-pandemic employees
for those airports that cover
a majority of the travelling
public.
Under the Airport Rescue
Grants programme, primary
commercial service airports
will share approximately
US$6.5bn, based on the
number of annual boardings.

Rallying to combat Covid-19
I
n the midst of India’s
second Covid crisis, CHI
Aviation Handling, in cooperation with the national
carrier Air India and global
forwarder DSV Air & Sea,
handled a total of five special
flights with medical supplies
with destinations of Srinagar
and Delhi at Frankfurt
International airport in May
and early June. Among other
urgent life-saving goods, 31.5
tonnes of oxygen tanks, 27
tonnes of oxygen generators

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

and 68 tonnes of granules
for the production of oxygen
were loaded. Boeing C17
aircraft were used for all five
charter flights.
India’s flag carrier airline
looks back on 18 very special
and demanding months
during which the airline has
responded to the demands
of the Indian health sector
and pharmaceutical industry,
having transported many
tonnes of medical supplies,
both as imports and exports.

Air India has also extended
its contract with CHI Aviation
Handling for the handling of
air freight in Frankfurt. The

airline has been a customer
of CHI Aviation since 2017
and is thus continuing the
successful co-operation.
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LOGISTICS
UPDATE

GEODIS thrives in Casablanca
GEODIS continues to develop its logistics activities in Morocco, with the inauguration of a new warehouse located
north of Casablanca. This will serve one of the leaders in household appliances and telephony.
With a well-established presence in Casablanca, GEODIS has chosen the city of Mohammedia
to further expand its activities. The new 11,000 square metre ultra-secure warehouse
will be dedicated to the supply chain management of household appliances and
high-tech products.
Having begun operating in July, this new site reflects GEODIS’
ambition to expand in the Moroccan market, particularly
to meet the requirements of customers in the
consumer packaged goods sector.
GEODIS is employing nearly
50 people at the site.

Keeping cool in South Korea

I

ncheon International
airport has announced
that it will open a new
Cool Cargo Centre to handle
perishable cargo shipments in
the second half of this year.
The new complex is expected
to improve the airport’s hub
competitiveness by reducing
the transshipment time and
costs for perishable and
sensitive consignments.

According to the airport,
the construction project to
build its new facility is close
to completion.
It notes that the centre’s
location lies close to its
second passenger terminal,
thereby making it quicker
and easier to handle
perishable consignments
transported in the bellyholds
of passenger aircraft.

At present, belly cargo
on passenger flights
is towed to the cargo
terminal to be unloaded
after landing. The
shipment is then carried
to a warehouse and
subsequently transported
to the passenger apron
for reloading. The new
facility will do away with
this laborious procedure.

CARBON NEUTRAL
COLLABORATION
Kuehne+Nagel and IAG Cargo have
completed a chain of 16 carbon neutral
charter flights from Stuttgart to
Atlanta after securing an initial 1.2m
litres of sustainable aviation fuel. This
collaboration marks the first time ever
that such a charter chain has operated
with net zero carbon emissions.
The entire project utilised aircraft
primarily suited for passenger travel,
but temporarily operated in support
of cargo.
The last of the British Airways
B787-900 flights left Stuttgart on June
26, with an average of 45 tonnes of
automotive spares and other industrial
goods from shippers destined for
Atlanta. Since it began its charter
service last year, Kuehne+Nagel
has now completed more than 300
charters, all carbon neutral either via
offsetting or use of alternative fuel.
As SAF still produces some CO2
emissions, complete carbon neutrality
was achieved by substituting
each litre of jet fuel kerosene used
with 1.25 litres of SAF. Offering this
solution from Stuttgart airport, the
initiative highlights the importance
of joint efforts for making sustainable
transportation choices and
possibilities available at adjacent
airports to local and global industry
players, thereby avoiding further
emissions through trucking goods into
major hubs.

IN BRIEF
1 Bolloré Logistics has received TAPA
FSR A 2020 certification (Transported
Asset Protection Association – Facility
Security Requirements) for its operations
at Paris Charles de Gaulle.
The certification, which was awarded
after an audit process, confirms the
logistics company’s capability in handling
high value cargo at the association’s
recognised level of security.
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1 Spirit Air Cargo Handling, part of the
SAS Group, has successfully completed
IATA’s CEIV Pharma re-certification in
Scandinavia. Spirit Air Cargo Handling has
now been re-awarded IATA CEIV Pharma
certification in Oslo.
1 Alibaba’s logistics company, Cainiao
Smart Logistics Network, has launched its
first air cargo route between Hong Kong

and Africa. The six-a-week flights from
Lagos are designed to speed up transit
times on what is becoming a busy trade
route.
1 Davies Turner has received a RoSPA
Gold Award in recognition of the high
standards of its health and safety
performance during the period from
January to December 2020.

1 Kuehne+Nagel has agreed to sell to
Partners Group a 24.9% equity stake in
Apex International Corporation. Following
the transaction, Partners Group will join
majority shareholder Kuehne+Nagel Group
with a seat on the Apex Board.
Founded in 2001 and headquartered in
Shanghai, Apex is one of Asia’s leading
freight forwarders, especially on the
transpacific and intra-Asia trade routes.

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

New cargo facility for JFK
Aeroterm, a provider of facility-related services to airports throughout North America, has
signed a ground lease at JFK International airport in Queens with plans to open a US$145m
cargo handling facility. The project is expected to create about 350 new jobs.
Aeroterm will develop the 26 acre facility in partnership with the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey and Worldwide Flight Services, the main cargo handler

Cargo terminal
extension in
India
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International
airport in Ahmedabad was set to put into
operation its extended cargo terminal
in July.
The construction work for extending
the existing cargo terminal, which is
expected to merge into Terminal 3 of the
city airport (where typically flights for
Haj pilgrims operate), has been going
on for some time. This newly developed
cargo terminal will extend over 1,500
square metres and represents the second
major infrastructure development project
being undertaken by Adani Airports, since
it took over in November 2020.

at JFK, as part of New York Govenor Andrew Cuomo’s JFK Vision Plan to redevelop
the airport. Demolition of the existing facilities on the site is scheduled to begin in
September, with project completion slated for the end of 2023.
This development represents the first new cargo facility at the airport in over
two decades.

APPOINTMENTS
Saudi Logistics Services has
announced the appointment of Eng
Hesham bin Abdulla Alhussayen as
its acting Chief Executive Officer.
Rachel Morley has succeeded
John Stubbings as the elected
National Chair of BIFA, the British
International Freight Association,
for a two year period.
Morley, Regional Manager Western
Europe at BIFA member company
OIA Global, who has been Vice
Chair for the past two years, was
appointed a director of BIFA in 2017
and chairs the trade association’s
Midlands region.

Alongside Morley will be Charles
Hogg, Commercial Director of
Unsworth, who has been elected
as Vice Chair. Hogg is currently
Chair of BIFA’s Maritime, Road
and Rail Policy Group. Stubbings
becomes Immediate Past Chair for
a two year term, while Sir Peter
Bottomley, MP, remains as BIFA’s
President.
Airfreight wholesaler Air Menzies
International has appointed Jean
Sebastien Preteseille as Branch
Manager for Chicago and Michelle
Bellefeuille to the role of Branch
Manager for Los Angeles.

Cargo iQ has appointed two new Board
members and re-elected its Chair and
Vice Chair for a further two year term.
Fedor Novikov, Marketing Director,
Volga-Dnepr Group, which consists of
AirBridgeCargo Airlines, Volga-Dnepr
Airlines and ATRAN Airlines, and Clark
Fritzsch, Global Head of Business
Process Management – Airfreight,
Hellmann, join Henrik Ambak, Chair of
Cargo iQ and Senior Vice President,
Cargo Operations Worldwide, Emirates
SkyCargo, and Kerstin Strauss, Vice
Chair of Cargo iQ and Vice President,
Air Logistics Operations, Global Air
Logistics at Kuehne+Nagel, on the
Board of the air cargo interest group.

PEAK SEASON
IS COMING...

ACLairshop.com | Sales@ACLairshop.com
www.airlogisticsinternational.com
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LATIN AMERICA
REVIEW

Latin rhythms
A

irlines in most regions
were posting strong
volume performance by
the time of IATA’s April cargo
market report. The same could
not be said for airlines in Latin
America, however. Kurt
Schosinsky, Managing Director,
Avianca Cargo, relays the last
12 months as it played out
from the carrier’s perspective.
“In Latin America, Covid-19
effects started in March 2020,
where there was a 19%
demand contraction, which
was just the beginning. April
was the worst month with a
decline of more than 30%
year-on-year in tonnes; since
then, demand has been
recovering at a slow pace, and
in August only 11% of capacity
declined versus last year.
“Passenger aircraft capacity
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Cargo carriers based in the Latin America
region relay their experience of the
market to the Deputy Editor.
was the most affected because
of the lockdowns and closure
of borders of different
countries, affecting the two
rate drivers: supply and
demand. However, capacity fell

at a higher speed than the
demand, causing rates to
significantly and positively
impact the Latin American
market, where rates reached
their highest outcome (38

In all the
segments that
we operate, we’re
not seeing any
reduction
Frederik Jacobsen, LAS Cargo

cents higher than in 2019) and
have been slowly decreasing as
capacity has begun to
normalise,” he says.
According to IATA, the
bankruptcy procedures of some
of the largest carriers in Latin
America caused them to lose
market share to North
American and European
carriers. While there is still
demand on routes to and from
Latin America, less cargo is
being carried by airlines based
in the region compared to
before the crisis, the report
explains. “Latin America
carriers are the only ones that
have not managed to recover
the volumes handled in 2019,”
Schosinsky continues. “In
April, CTKs fell 32.7% versus
2019 and ACTKs fell 52.5%.
Avianca Cargo has increased its

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

freighter capacity by 21%
versus 2019, managing to
offset a large part of the impact
of the reduction in passenger
fleet capacity, maintaining
service in the main regions.
The variation in ATKs for Latin
America January to May 2021
versus January to May 2019
was around -25%, and January
to May 2021 versus January to
May 2020 was -4.5%.”

Varying accounts
CEO of Colombia-based LAS
Cargo, Frederik Jacobsen, says
that while Latin America in
general is not performing as
well as other markets,
operations here have fared
better than in other parts of
the region. “This is not the
case in Colombia, where
exports (fresh cut flowers)
remain strong. If I look at how
LAS is doing this year, we’re
doing better than last year,
which was also a very good
year. Pharma and e-commerce
are and will remain key drivers
in the region. We also are
starting to see that the oil
industry is recovering and will
influence some of the growth.”
IAG Cargo’s Director of
Spanish Hub and Operations,
Fernando Terol Armas, says
that the region is currently
experiencing a revival in the
wake of last year’s slowed
activity. “Most recently, IAG
Cargo has been pleased to
restart and increase the
frequency of our flights into
the region and we now service
over 150 flights a week into
Latin America. It is fantastic to
see trade between Latin
America and Europe growing
once again, with perishables,
manufacturing and automotive
parts coming out of the region,
and electronics,
pharmaceuticals and medical
goods being flown in.

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

Avianca Cargo reports growth
in perishables exports of 25%
compared to 2019 levels
“IAG Cargo has also played
an important role in
transporting Covid-19 vaccines
into the region since the start
of 2021, as part of our global
effort to help the fight against
the virus. Our Constant
Climate product has been in
high demand for this purpose,
and to date we have shipped
over 2.5m doses of Covid-19
vaccines into Latin America
and the Caribbean since the
start of this year.” IAG Cargo

has worked together with its
sister airlines, Iberia and British
Airways, to transport to El
Salvador, Chile, Ecuador,
Mexico and the Dominican
Republic to the approved
Constant Climate stations in
the region.
LAS Cargo has also carried
vaccines from Europe through
Panama for one of its key
customers, DHL, for whom it
regularly carries pharma
products.

Freight movements

It is fantastic to
see trade between
Latin America and
Europe growing
once again
Fernando Terol Armas, IAG Cargo

Jacobsen reports on the other
types of cargo moved on LAS
routes. “In Colombia, flower
exports have been strong. We
move flowers from Bogota to
Aruba and Curacao to connect
them with KLM to Europe.
We move flowers from Quito
to Bogota to connect them to
Miami and Europe. And during
the big seasons this year those
volumes have been strong.
In all the segments that we
operate, we’re not seeing any
reduction. In fact, there are a
couple of key accounts that we
are not operating this year and
even though we lost them we
still managed to grow above
the budget.”

The main exports from Latin
America are perishables – fresh
flowers, fruits, vegetables, and
fresh fish – along with high
demand for general cargo and
textiles, relates Schosinsky.
“Perishables (mainly flowers)
from Bogota, Medellin and
Quito to Miami have been
growing 25% versus 2019, and
from Chile (salmon and fruits)
28%. Avianca Cargo mobilised
more than 13,000 tonnes of
flowers for the Mother’s Day
holiday. This volume
corresponds to a growth in
tonnes transported of 9.6%
compared to the same period
of the previous year.
“The cancellation of
passenger flights due to the
Covid crisis has generated a
lack of capacity between
Europe and Latin America; the
demand for capacity in
freighter operations has led to
a significant increase of
frequencies in this type of
service. Additionally,
e-commerce in Latin America
has been growing significantly
and will become relevant in
the region soon.”
IAG Cargo is now servicing
over 150 flights a week to the
Latin America region. “This
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Despite Covid, LAS Cargo finished
with a strong year in 2020 and
continues to exceed budget in 2021

includes our new route to
Guayaquil, Ecuador, that
launched at the end of May,”
relates Armas. “This is a direct
flight from Madrid and is an
important business trade link
for the perishables sector, with
the Netherlands and Spain
important export markets for
key Ecuadorian goods like
flowers. From July, we also
restarted direct flights between
Madrid and San Juan, Puerto
Rico, with three weekly
frequencies on an A330.”
The airline is offering regular
flights between Madrid and
London to Sao Paolo in Brazil
to facilitate the export of
tropical fruits, automotive and
manufacturing parts out of
Brazil, and electronics,
pharmaceuticals, and medical
goods from Europe. “Our daily
flights between our hubs
(London Heathrow and
Madrid) to Mexico have been
carrying valuable automotive
parts, perishables and PPE and
Covid safety products, such as
oximeters from Mexico, with
additional automotive parts,
PPE and machinery imported.
IAG Cargo has seen an uptick
in requests to transport
automotive parts in 2021; the
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use of airfreight in the
automotive industry continues
to grow and given the need to
operate on a just-in-time basis,
only air cargo can transport
time-critical spare parts to their
destination in hours rather
than weeks.”

Overcoming challenges
Armas continues in a positive
vein. “The pandemic has
challenged the air cargo
industry – but we have
adapted, always working to
support our customers. Key to
this has been our new charter
flight offering, launched in
March 2020. It has been
popular with routes into the
Latin America region carrying
goods such as automotive
parts, perishables and medical
products. IAG Cargo flights
into Latin America have also
included scheduled cargo-only
aircraft, which were we
converted into preighters in
2020 when IAG Cargo
removed seats from the cabins
to increase capacity.”
Jacobsen relates that LAS
Cargo didn’t observe any
negative effects of Covid on
the operation. “Last year we
had a difficult time between

E-commerce
in Latin America
has been growing
significantly and will
become relevant in
the region soon
Kurt Schosinsky, Avianca Cargo

March, when the pandemic
was announced, and May
because the country went on
full quarantine and the
economy stopped. But in the
second half of the year when
the economy restarted, the
volumes were very strong, so
we finished with a very strong
year. And with a reduction in
fuel prices our profitability
levels went up, so our margin
went up to 21% EBITDA last
year. This year, Covid has not
really impacted us again
because I think the country
overall has been able to
continue doing business,
receiving the cargo, and there
have not been any major
lockdowns in Colombia.”
In May 2021, general strikes
were affecting Colombia,
particularly ground
transportation. The strikes
caused some obstructions in
the streets and, in Cali, blocked
access to the airport forced LAS
Cargo to cancel flights.
Nonetheless, the advantages
have outweighed the negatives,
Jacobsen emphasises. “As a
result, we have had a record

month in May in terms of sales.
We exceeded budget by a large
margin, over 70%, because a lot
of the cargo that moves by
ground transportation is
moving by air now in
Colombia. So, May and part of
June have been very strong in
terms of charter requests. In
July we should return to
normal flows. June, July and
August and part of September
are usually slow months, then
the last quarter of the year
should be very strong.”

Looking ahead
For Schosinsky, the major
challenge of 2021 remains the
uncertainty of the markets,
driven by the world economy,
airfreight demand and the
gradual return of belly
capacity. “In the mid and long
term, the main challenge will
be the recovery of the capacity
in the passenger belly flights
mixed with the growth in the
freighter operators, which will
require efficient planning in
cargo operations, continuous
monitoring of the market, and
the capacity to adjust the
network and optimise the
revenue management to
maintain profitability.”
Jacobsen believes the events
of the past year have changed
the air industry for the long
term. “We will see a faster
introduction of technology in
cargo handling and airline
management. E-commerce is
taking off and will drive much
of the growth in many key
markets, particularly the main
trade lanes.” The need for
improved logistics to facilitate
the growth of e-commerce and
to accommodate reduced belly
capacity in the short and
medium term will positively
impact growth in many world
markets, he adds, including
Latin America.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
MATTERS

GREEN FOR
GO?
P

ublished this spring, the
Air Cargo Sustainability
Report 2021 has fallen
into a turbulent period.
Certainly, over the last 18
months or so, green issues
and environmental progress
have taken a back seat - or at
least, it seems that way. But if
green advances haven’t been
constantly occupying the
headlines, initiatives still have
been rolled out, though, and
whilst the world has grappled
with a pandemic, certain parts
of the aviation sector have
followed projects through to
conclusion.

A chance for change
The TIACA report is based
on feedback to a survey
carried out in 2020. In his
foreword, TIACA’s Glyn
Hughes admits the problems
and challenges the sector has
had to face, whilst at the same
time underlining the huge
opportunity presented by the
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TIACA’s first sustainability report makes
for timely reading, acknowledges
the Editor.
pandemic for the restructuring
of the sector to ensure that it
fulfils, amongst other things,
its green potential. At the heart
of all this is TIACA’s so-called
3+2 sustainability agenda:
people, plant and prosperity,
supported by innovation and
partnerships.
If Covid-19 is being cited
as the catalyst for change,
to what extent is the freight
sector actually picking up the
baton? Replies from airlines,
airports, ground handlers,
forwarders, shippers, solution
providers, consultants,
associations and even the
media all went to make up
the report. Above all this
looms the benchmark that
is the United Nations’ 2030
Agenda for Sustainable

Development, which outlines
17 sustainable goals.
Having a target date and
a target agenda is to be
applauded but that’s where
the uniformity of approach
begins to falter. The cargo
sector, by its very nature, is an
extremely diverse entity, with
a huge variety of stakeholders,
ranging from multi-national
corporations all the way down
to single operators. Scale, level
of investment, geographical
location, resource allocation
and other factors combine
to make any general green
policy suggestions susceptible
to a degree of interpretation:
what is achievable by one
player may well be impossible
for another. Thus TIACA
freely acknowledges that the

“one size fits all” approach is
unworkable and encourages
participants to follow their
own best practice.

How important is
sustainability?
Paying lip service to the
environment is all very simple
and costs nothing, but to what
extent are things actually being
done? Of the respondents,
an encouraging 91% revealed
that their company had
some sort of sustainability
plan, with 81% stating that
concrete plans were in place,
to the point that green was
a strategic priority. However,
just 43% admitted having any
sort of budget for this kind
of initiative. Encouragingly,
79% of replies felt that having
a “green face” helped their
company’s profile within
the marketplace. However,
looked at baldly, whilst most
enterprises are firmly behind
the green concept, less than
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half have it on their balance
sheet: and without the funds,
it is difficult to see how real
progress can be effected.
Is the topic of sustainability
more important now than in
the past? The survey asked
about its relevance in 2020
compared with 2019 and
overall, 63% of respondents
replied in the affirmative.
Airlines, as a class, were 80%
behind the assertion, a statistic
only exceeded by shippers,
associations and consultants.
Airports, at 50%, were lower
down the scale as a contingent,
whereas in the packaging
sector, just 33% felt that it was
more important now. Equally
telling was the data related to
the effect that Covid-19 has
had on sustainability strategies,
where 19% of those targeted
said that the pandemic had
had a negative effect, with
44% stating that it had had no
appreciable effect. For the 37%
who reported a positive effect,
one assumes that Covid-19
has spurred them to take
their environmental strategies
forward.
Indeed, Covid-19 has
been something of a game
changer insofar as the sector
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is concerned. Cargo carriers
have become the unsung
(and largely unseen) heroes,
thanks to their efforts in
the distribution of PPE and
vaccines; and the sector has
proved to any doubters that
it has been able to react, and
react quickly, to changing
circumstances, which rather
gainsays its somewhat
traditional image. Aircraft
conversions, cargo in the cabin
and all the ancillary processes
for loading and offloading
have combined to show that
the freight sector can deliver
the goods, literally, when
called upon.

Towards digitalisation – and
beyond
Long overdue, the digital
transformation of air cargo
is now considered as a must
for any company’s survival.
Lessons have been learned
from the pandemic, for sure:
that the industry can adapt
and that quick reactions
can save the day have been
amply proved. Digitalisation
of systems allows all this, and
more besides; encouragingly,
TIACA’s report found that 61%
of respondents had digital

ALI asked TIACA’s Director General for
his thoughts on the report’s findings.
“Sustainability is one of the key
priority areas for TIACA as the air
cargo industry must reflect the global
society which it serves. We must
collectively seek to focus on People,
Planet and Prosperity. To flourish in the
years to come, we must create equal
opportunities for all, embrace technology
and innovation and ensure we implement
environmentally responsible solutions
designed to protect the planet today and
for generations to come. The annual TIACA
sustainability survey and subsequent
report will provide an industry
scorecard as to how we are collectively
progressing,” declares Hughes.
“This first report includes some
interesting outcomes. It was very
encouraging to see how many
organisations consider the topic
a strategic priority: some 81% of
respondents. It was also encouraging
to see that all industry sectors
are committed to reducing their
environmental impact, with many
organisations adopting specific targets.
However, there seems to be a minefield
of different programmes and initiatives,
so each needs to really spell out its aims
and objectives.
“TIACA will use the report as a strong
indicator as to which areas the industry
will need to focus on going forward. We
recognise the need to drive sustainability
goals for air cargo and TIACA will do
what we can to raise awareness for
urgent action, sharing best practices and
supporting innovation and partnerships.
We will also support our members and
the broader industry in development
of proactive strategies. TIACA also
fully supports the United Nations 2030
Sustainable Development Goals, which is
a collection of 17 interlinked global goals
designed to be a blueprint to achieve a
better and more sustainable future for all.
The last 18 months have shown us that we
must act as a global community to tackle
the bigger issues and that air cargo is on
the front line supporting that objective.”

transformational plans in
place. Until the other third fall
into line, though, benefits will
be diluted.
When it comes to the
specific area of carbon
footprint reduction, work
on carbon and greenhouse
gas emissions leads the way
(56%) with waste (53%) and
energy improvement (51%)
not far behind. Whilst this
is all positive news, TIACA’s
findings indicate that the
packaging sector still presents
a problem in that solutions
for the optimisation of this
step need to be found. Single
use packaging and its size and
weight sit uneasily within a
sector that is trying to enhance
its green credentials.
The dates of 2030 and 2050
crop up in responses as targets
for some; by the latter, certain
parties hope to be effectively
net zero, with a half-way
situation occurring by 2030.
It’s clear that change cannot
happen overnight, even when
all the tools are to hand; so the
next decade in many respects
becomes quite crucial for the
sector in terms of measurable
progress.
According to the survey
results, air cargo companies
are actively participating in
industry initiatives addressing
environmental considerations.
These include mechanisms to
measure and report CO2 and
greenhouse gas emissions as
well as emissions reduction
schemes. Carbon offsetting
mechanisms have featured
in the replies, as have the
development and promotion
of sustainable alternative fuels.
Training also is covered,
since it is deemed vital that
educational programmes
are rolled out to ensure
that all the layers within a
company or sector are aware
of what is being done – and
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ENVIRONMENTAL
MATTERS

SOME THOUGHTS
FROM THE TOP

perhaps more importantly,
what still needs to be done.
Disappointingly, just over
half of those surveyed (53%)
revealed that they had some
sort of action plan in place
relating to this facet.

A positive culture
There was some good news
to emerge from the survey,
though. Just over 80%
of air cargo respondents
reported that they had some
type of strategy in place
that was geared to driving
sustainability. Whilst only
50% of ground handlers
affirmed this, that figure
swelled to 84-85% for airlines
and manufacturers, and to

over 90% for shippers. Sadly,
just over 50% of companies
located in the Middle East and
Africa admitted to having no
concrete plans at all – and in
terms of the medium-sized
businesses, here a sizeable 43%
replied and said that they had
no specific strategies in place.
On the plus side, over 60%
of those polled admitted
to having some sort of
sustainability team in their
enterprise. Covid-19’s knockon effects were mentioned by
many as a reason for resource
limitation in this respect.

Measurement and verification
Whilst it is important to
have some sort of strategy in

...we must
act as a global
community to
tackle the bigger
issues
Glyn Hughes,
Director General, TIACA

order to tackle sustainability,
none of the processes is of
any value unless some sort of
measurement tool is to hand.
The old adage, what cannot be
measured cannot be managed,
was never truer. There is thus
a real requirement for some
sort of system that not only
works and records yet one
that can be relied upon by
all parties. This latter has
become a tall order in an era
when distrust and mistrust are
seemingly the accepted norms.
In consequence, verification,
validation and certification
programmes all have a part
to play if sustainability is to
become more than mere lip
service.
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DIGITALISATION

Moving money
Thomas Vieweg of all-in-one logistics payment platform PayCargo
updates the Deputy Editor on the company’s growth.
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Unique selling point
Chief Growth Officer Thomas
Vieweg explains what makes
PayCargo different from
other cloud-based payments
networks. “PayCargo was
founded by industry subject
matter experts, bringing
many decades of experience
from different aspects of the
freight world together to create
a unique perspective. This
allows us to embrace different
approaches to industrywide problems as we truly
understand pain points for
customers and the industry at
large – which we believe has
been proven by the successes
of our solutions when
compared to regular industry
payment solutions.
“PayCargo is well funded,
has incredibly talented product
and technology teams, and
access to the latest leadingedge technologies that enables
this approach. This is further
exemplified by our flexibility
and willingness to develop
customised solutions for our

clients, rather than enforcing a
rigid and generic product,” he
relates.
“Our network has partnered
with over 5,000 of some of
the biggest logistics providers
within the ocean, air, rail,
trucking and warehousing

sectors, allowing our users to
pay a huge range of providers at
any given time. The simplicity
of our platform and operating
with the largest industry
vendor network makes us stand
out from the crowd.
“Our tried-and-tested

platform has grown
exponentially over the last 18
months and has received two
sets of large investments in
quick succession, highlighting
the benefits our customers
receive. There is no-one else
that can provide the financial
security, range of payers and
vendors, and ease of use
that PayCargo provides for
everyone in the supply chain.”

Our goal is to
enable a single
global payments
platform with
unlimited local
currency
Thomas Vieweg, Chief Growth Officer

Vision for the system
The vision for PayCargo was
to be a system that lowers
transaction costs, accelerates
cargo release and increases
business agility and growth
across the supply chain.
Vieweg elaborates on how
the system achieves these
objectives.
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F

intech innovator PayCargo
is on track to process
US$10bn in freight-related
payments in 2021.
The payment platform,
which integrates with existing
IT systems to expedite the
payment and release of
cargo, is already the largest
independent freight payments
network of its kind, with more
than 67,000 active users from
over 5,000 logistics vendors.
And over 1,000 of these
vendors will release their cargo
within an hour of receiving the
‘Payment Approval’ alert.
In June, the company
announced a US$125m
Series B investment by global
venture capital and private
equity firm Insight Partners,
just nine months after the
firm invested US$35m in
PayCargo in a Series A round.
This funding will pave the
way for PayCargo’s continued
investment in its technical
development – and the
company has big plans for
growth, too.

FREIGHT-PAY FOR FIATA
Most recently, PayCargo has developed a tailored solution called Freight-Pay, which will allow International Federation of Freight
Forwarders Association (FIATA) members to register free of charge to instantly make and receive payments between themselves.
Intended to simplify the freight forwarder’s day-to-day business, the collaboration with FIATA provides FIATA members worldwide
with instant visibility of transaction data in a secure environment, while reducing costs.
“As we dive deeper into the digital world, we must continue to equip our members with hands-on resources that make their daily
practice easier,” commented Stephane Graber, FIATA’s Director General.

Growth trajectory

“Very simply, our platform
provides unmatched
transparency and speed
when it comes to moving
funds across the chain and
releasing cargo, which has led
to businesses experiencing
huge savings in time and costs
when moving finances and
requesting cargo. There are
no delays. Users no longer
wait for funds to clear, do not
have to contact banks, or use
runners to physically hand
over documents or funds.
Everything is instant, traceable
and can be accessed from
anywhere,” he explains.
“PayCargo’s electronic
payment methods are
displacing costly and
inefficient cheques and
wires, and consequently,
PayCargo has been doubling
in size year over year for the
last four years. Expansion
has a multiplier effect in
strengthening the network
and attracting more payers
and vendors to the PayCargo
platform.”
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PayCargo is on track to see a
250% increase of freight-related
payments this year compared
to 2020 – exponential business
growth that Vieweg attributes
to the accelerating effect of the
pandemic.
“The logistics industry
has begun adopting digital
solutions after many years
of talking about it, but the
speed at which it happened
massively accelerated during
the Covid-19 pandemic. There
are several reasons for this,
but the most common reasons
cited by businesses adopting
the PayCargo platform
are being able to continue
operating in a contactless
manner, enhanced speed
for processing transactions
and having cargo released,
improved transparency
across the chain, and simple
integration with existing
systems. We have thousands of
new users joining each month,
most of which are referrals
from other PayCargo users.
The demand for our solutions
has been incredible and we are
tracking to process US$10bn
worth of freight-related
payments in 2021.
“It has been an exciting
period for digitisation and
the evolution of fintech. As
businesses required solutions
to operate from home or
under strict health and safety
protocols, PayCargo provided
the necessary security,
transparency and flexibility.
Businesses that already had
digital solutions or were able
to rapidly introduce digital
solutions fared far better when
the pandemic hit and showed
just how important the digital
era is for cargo and logistics.”

to Europe and beyond. “The
initial focus will be continuing
to extend our service offerings
across Europe, the Middle East
and Asia. We will begin by
expanding our teams in these
regions by recruiting the best
talent; we already have offices
in the Netherlands and Spain.
We will then be listening
to the specific needs of our
customers in these areas and
expanding accordingly,” says
Vieweg.
“Our market penetration is
strong in the US and Canada,
and we are aiming to replicate
our success in North America
in Europe, Middle East and
Asia. In Europe, we started
with transactions from the
European branches of our
US/Canada-based clients. As
our business grows through a
network effect of payers and
vendors adding each other
to the PayCargo system, we
gain new European payers and
vendors every day.”
The latest funding
from Insight Partners
will furthermore enable a
drive on security and data
protection, advises Vieweg.
“PayCargo has invested time

and resources to become
SOC 1 compliant which
we feel is critical in our
continued effort to provide
the safest and most secure
payment platform serving
the global supply chain.
We are committed to the
platform’s security and
transforming the platform
into a truly global payment
platform. This commitment
involves adding tools for
payments to support all the
26 SEPA countries. Our goal
is to enable a single global
payments platform with
unlimited local currency and
regional support,” he asserts.
“This recent investment will
allow us to continue investing
heavily in tech development
based on the needs of our
customers and how the
industry is evolving, as well
as developing our existing
services. We are accelerating
our overall mission of bringing
modern payment solutions
across the freight and logistics
industries on a global scale.
We are going forward with
a focus on security and data
protection across the entire
supply chain.”

Future development
PayCargo is looking to expand
its reach from North America
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JOIN THE

REVOLUTION
Is air cargo finally digitising? Paul Cuatrecasas looks at the latest developments and
urges stakeholders to act.
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US$320m from cargo in 2020, representing over a third of its
total. Air France, Lufthansa and IAG’s revenue share from cargo all
more than doubled between 2019 and 2020. However, these high
airfreight costs are reported to be a contributing factor to inflation,
according to a spokesperson from multinational conglomerate 3M.
Airlines are scrambling to convert passenger aircraft into cargo
freighters, with John Holland-Kaye, the Chief Executive of Heathrow
airport, stating: “There aren’t enough cargo freighters in existence
to meet the need for travel by air.” Even Amazon admitted to being
stretched on fulfillment in the Christmas season of 2020.
With the abundance of financing available in the current Covidand tech-driven economy, it is time for air cargo companies to focus
on shorter supply lines, regionalisation and future technologies, as
countries seek more stable supply chains.

3D printing and smart manufacturing
A survey in 2020 by Sculpteo called The State of 3D Printing stated
that adoption of 3D printing is growing, and more than 50% of
the survey participants now use 3D printing to produce end-use
parts, and that use for rapid prototyping has reduced for the first
time in five years, proving that 3D printing is finally shifting
towards mass production.
Cathie Wood, CEO of Ark Invest and one of the more successful
active fund managers in recent history, has said that 3D printing is
one of 14 technologies that will transform the global economy.
Allowing localised, autonomous production and delivery of
goods will disrupt supply chains in a way never seen before, and air
cargo companies must be investing into these spaces now to secure
their future.

Cultured meat
Whilst only a small percentage of the food we eat is transported by
air, the rise of lab-grown meat and fish is set to disrupt the supply
chain even further. As consumers get over the ‘yuck’ effect of meat
fermented in a tank, and cost parity is achieved (anticipated by 2031
at the latest, by BCG), we predict the adoption will be vast, growing
to 35% of the total meat market by 2040, if not earlier.

Chicken grown by US startup Eat Just gained approval to
be sold in Singapore in the end
of 2020, and Eat Just has raised
a further US$170m this month
to expand its cultured meat
division in preparation for entry
into the US market. The changes
are coming, and fast.

Aerospace Tech
Despite the Aerospace
Technology Institute suspending
bids for new research projects
until 2022, raising concerns for
the future of innovation in the
industry in the UK, the global
industry shows no signs of
slowing down.
There is increasing funding
flowing towards electric
and autonomous aircraft
companies, with Merlin Labs,
the developer of autonomous
flight technology, coming out
of stealth mode, having raised
US$25m and claiming to have
already flown “a couple of
hundred autonomous missions”
from its testing site in the
Mojave desert.
In May 2021 BETA
Technologies, the developer
of electric vertical take-off
and landing aircraft (eVTOL)
raised a further US$425m at
a US$1bn valuation, and has
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O

ver the past year, all
industries have had to
adapt beyond what was
ever anticipated. The new
normal of home working in
industries we never expected
has all, of course, been driven
by technology changes. What
would have been unimaginable
20 years ago is all possible today.
Last year we saw air cargo
demand (and airfreight rates)
soar as global demand for
personal protective equipment
and other medical supplies
manufactured in Asia grew.
Interestingly, this demand
hasn’t fallen away in 2021.
According to IATA, air cargo
volumes hit an all-time high
in March 2021 as the global
economy recovered, and the
revenues from freight have been
“the difference between life
and death for some airlines,”
according to Willie Walsh, the
Director General of IATA.
With one-off situations like
the Ever Given blocking the
Suez Canal in March 2021, the
fragility of our global supply
chains is becoming ever clearer.
Whilst the air cargo industry is
benefitting from this demand, it
doesn’t look sustainable.
Virgin Atlantic generated
revenues of approximately

There is increasing
funding flowing
towards electric and
autonomous aircraft
companies
Paul Cuatrecasas, Aquaa Partners

been targeting cargo, medical
and defence applications, unlike
many competitors.
In an even more outlandish
development, the US
Department of the Air Force has
revealed a project exploring the
viability of rockets to transport
cargo. The development of
commercial space operations,
like SpaceX, is changing the
landscape and making costs
less prohibitive. Whilst these
are initially being explored
for defence applications,
commercial will soon follow.

Drones – closer than you
may think
One of the most important
technologies to consider in air
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cargo is drone technology. What has previously been the biggest
bottleneck – regulation – is melting away faster than you may think.
Trials are already taking place with aviation authorities all over the
world, including the US and Europe, and companies are looking
beyond the last mile.
The US company, Aevum, a provider of logistics services aiming
at breaking geopolitical barriers by providing unprecedented access
to space, recently published patents for an autonomous modular
drone that takes off like a normal aircraft, but has a rocket nested in
the belly to deliver the payload to space.
The drones can be used to transport up to 15,000 pounds by air,
and is the first service that plans to enable logistics providers to build
on what they have and get into space logistics, something previously
prevented by players like SpaceX with vertically integrated models.
Aevum is targeting 2022 for the cargo service to go live.

The future
It is time for the airfreight industry to adapt. One year is now a
long period when it comes to the exponential power of technology,
and next year will be even shorter. With passenger travel hopefully
returning towards the end of 2021, it will be easy to see the

increase in belly capacity and
commercial revenues as the
problem being over - but that’s
far from the case.
The next pandemic for
the air cargo industry will be
inaction. Those who choose
to act now have the potential
to take vast profits from global
population and e-commerce
growth, and see their share
prices grow like big tech – and
those who don’t may never
recover.
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and Author of Go Tech, or Go Extinct.
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REGULATIONS &
COMPLIANCE

HIGH
AND DRY

T

he search for Covid-19
vaccines started early
on in 2020, following
the outbreak of the virus
in late 2019. While the
transportation of virus
vaccines has always been
part of the pharma supply
chain, it became apparent
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in summer 2020 that at
least one of the Covid
vaccines would need to
be stored and transported
under extremely high
cooling conditions. As this
was only possible using
very large amounts of
dry ice as a coolant for a

relatively small shipment
of vaccine, this triggered
the discussion surrounding
the maximum allowable,
or indeed safe, amount
of dry ice that could be
transported on aircraft.
This problem has been
on the table on a regular

basis for the past 20 years,
as there is actually no
regulatory restriction for
airlines to decide on the
maximum amount of dry
ice allowed on a flight. The
ICAO Technical Instructions
for the transport of
Dangerous Goods by
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KLM’s Cargo Operational Safety Manager Ed Boon explains the challenges of dry ice
carriage, while the Deputy Editor brings further details around the topic.

By the end of 2020, Boeing and Airbus
came up with new calculations, based on
a more refined sublimation rate
Ed Boon, KLM Cargo

Air (ICAO-TI) hold the
regulatory framework for
dangerous goods regulations
and are the basis for all
national aviation authorities
and their national civil
aviation legislation,
including dangerous goods
transport. Regarding dry
ice, it describes mandatory
packaging, marking and
labelling and documentary
requirements, but on
restrictions, it only describes
the maximum amount that’s
allowed per packaging.
There are no restrictions per
flight.
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General calculation
In the early 2000s,
the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) did
some research following an
incident1 and came up with
a general calculation for
the maximum limit in an
aircraft, taking into account
the aircraft cargo hold
volume and airflow to refresh
the air in the aircraft cabin
and holds. Also, it posed an
average sublimation rate (the
transition rate of a substance
from a solid state to gaseous
state) for polystyrene boxes
that were generally used for
packaging dry ice-cooled
freight in the transport chain
at the time.
Attempts to develop
guidance for air operators
were generally not
supported, especially after
the aircraft manufacturers
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had adopted the initial
FAA calculation method
and did not supply any
approved data on it but
kept it in advisories and
service bulletins, as it was
considered an operator
responsibility.
In fact, by lack of
legislation on restrictions,
operators are allowed to put
as much dry ice on a flight as
they want. When the Safety
Management Systems (SMS)
came into play and operators
had to perform safety risk
assessments, this could
have triggered some airlines
to analyse the risk of high
quantities of dry ice and to
mitigate these risks, thus

Dry ice on an aircraft must not
exceed 2.5 kilogrammes per
package and per person on board

1

1998 INCIDENT

CO2 DANGERS

Dry ice sublimation was determined
by the National Transportation
Safety Board to be the probable
cause of a 1998 incapacitation
incident in Brownsville, Texas.
The main cargo compartment of
the Douglas DC-8-51 cargo aircraft
was loaded with a shipment of
5,482 pounds of frozen shrimp in
198 packages, each containing 2.2
kilogrammes of dry ice (a total of
435.6 kilogrammes). The captain
was aware of the presence of
hazardous material.
As the aircraft began taxi-ing
for take-off, all four occupants
reported shortness of breath and
hot flushes. The captain instructed
the crewmembers to put on their
oxygen masks and open the cockpit
windows before taxi-ing back to
the stand. After shutting down the
engines and exiting the aircraft,
the crew reported feeling dizzy.
A hazardous materials response
team entered the aircraft and
took readings with air monitoring
equipment. Finding low levels of
oxygen, the team concluded that
the dry ice may have displaced the
oxygen in the cabin.

Dry ice is the solid form of carbon
dioxide. The sublimation of dry ice
can thus lead to incapacitating
levels of carbon dioxide in the
aircraft cabin. According to the
FAA Advisory Circular 91-76A, the
symptoms of CO2 poisoning are
similar to those that precede lack of
oxygen but produce a greater effect
on breathing as an early symptom.
Other signs include headache,
dizziness, muscular weakness and
drowsiness.
Exposure to CO2 in aircraft
should not exceed a sea level
equivalent to 0.5% CO2 (5,000
parts of CO2 per million parts of
air). No symptoms occur from
inhalation if the atmosphere
contains only slightly abovenormal amounts of CO2. When the
concentration of CO2 approaches
2%, the depth of respiration is
increased. Higher concentrations
than this lead to rapid and
then laboured breathing, with
considerable discomfort. The
highest tolerable concentration
of CO2 is between 7% and 9%.
Removal from exposure results in
rapid recovery.
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allowing far higher amounts
than by the traditional
calculation method. Still,
we see that this never really
took off. At KLM we had
the occasional commercial
request to accept a shipment
with a higher amount of
dry ice than normal, but the
rarity of these requests so far
has not justified an extensive
risk research and analysis to
come up with higher limits.
That was probably the case
for many airlines worldwide,
as we have all ended up with

roughly the same quantities
of dry ice permitted on our
similar aircraft types.

The Covid curveball
All this has changed since
Covid vaccines arrived
and we have an increasing
need to carry this higher
limit of dry ice on board.
It has taken the joint air
cargo industry, regulators
and aircraft manufacturers
some time to come up
with calculations for these
increased maximum limits.

CURRENT CALCULATIONS
According to the FAA AC 91-76A, quantities of dry ice on board an aircraft may not
exceed 2.5 kilogrammes per package and per person on board that aircraft.
The FAA’s experimentally determined sublimation rate for large (100 pounds)
amounts of dry ice per single package is 1 %/hour. The rate for small amounts (5
pounds) of dry ice per single package is 2%/hour. One pound of dry ice sublimates to
8.8 cubic feet of CO2 gas.
The sublimation rate will depend on the amount of dry ice stored in a package,
the packaging itself and numerous other variables, hence operators are required to
carry out their own risk assessments. But the general rule of thumb for determining
dry ice loading in pounds (X) is:
(CO2 concentration) (Aircraft volume ft3) (Complete air exchanges per hour)
X = (sublimation rate)
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By the end of 2020, Boeing
and Airbus came up with
new calculations, based on
a more refined sublimation
rate of packaging of under
1% per hour. Packaging
manufacturers are
now indeed producing
polystyrene boxes with
very low sublimation,
which helps significantly.
Driving down the rate of
sublimation brings up the
amount of dry ice that can
be carried on a flight.
Still, operators are left
to carry out the mandatory
safety risk assessments
through their SMS and
the recently issued ICAO
Annex 6, Chapter 15,
which also mandates that
the operator perform a
safety risk assessment on
all items carried in aircraft
cargo holds. As these risk
assessments are extensive
and need to cover all
operational divisions, it has
taken some time to get it all
worked out.
Happily, KLM is now
ready to safely carry the
larger amounts of dry ice on
board its aircraft.

In December 2020, the FAA issued
a Safety Alert for Operators (SAFO)
for the transportation of Covid-19
vaccines requiring large quantities
of dry ice. It stated that, as well as
conducting safety risk assessments
in accordance with their approved
Safety Management System,
operators should consider the
following:
• Aircraft manufacturers provide
information on maximum
recommended dry ice quantities
that the aircraft ventilation can
accommodate, depending on
sublimation rate
• An accurate determination of
the dry ice sublimation rate is
necessary to determine the
correct quantity of dry ice that
may be safely transported
• As the dry ice sublimates, a loss
of weight occurs, affecting the
aircraft centre of gravity
• Dispatch with fully operational
Environmental Control Systems,
including all air conditioning
packs and auxiliary power unit
to enable effective ventilation on
the ground and in flight
• CO2 sensors installed or carried
in the aircraft or worn by
crew will assist in recognising
hazardous concentrations of CO2
and implementing effective risk
controls
• Pilot training on specific
conditions and procedures can
improve pilot decision-making in
the event of a CO2 detector alert
or other system abnormalities
• Maximum ventilation, including
during the ground de-icing and
anti-icing process, will mitigate
CO2 accumulation in the aircraft
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FAA ADDITIONAL
SAFETY ADVICE
FROM 2020

Why GHI Webinars work…

Stay seen, stay engaged with the market and win new
business with GHI’s all-new Webinars.
Don’t let the Covid-19 pandemic lockdown your route to market.
Bring your business, product or service to the attention of 250+ aviation decision
makers without even leaving your home office by sponsoring a GHI Webinar.

TOPICS INCLUDED
Digitisation & automation
GSE Innovation
Cleaning & Disinfection strategies
Sustainability
See a topic you want to be seen as a thought leader on at this
critical time? Or do you want to suggest your own angle? Yes?

GET INVOLVED NOW.
Contact: Marc Young on +44 1322 221144 or marc@groundhandling.com

CHARTER
BUSINESS

VIRAL ANTIDOTE

The charter sector has been thriving during the pandemic, writes the Editor, who
sees equally profitable times ahead for these specialists.

W

hen the pandemic
chapter of the twentyfirst century is written
up, homage will undoubtedly
be paid to the cargo sector.
This aviation segment has
been instrumental in bringing
relief to millions around the
globe; and more than that, it’s
the charter business, through
its innate flexibility, that has
really shone a ray of light on an
otherwise gloomy environment.

Belgian opportunities
For Ronny Samaey, MD of
COASTAIR, the pandemic
has brought with it huge
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opportunities – and his service
offering has been one that is
international in its scope.
“As part of the transition we
made at COASTAIR, we added
Imperial Cargo for Lagos and
African flights and we have
been expanding our Skyhouse
facility, with an extra 8,000
square metres of secured
warehouse. In addition, we
have also reinforced our
charter department.”
Such has been the demand
for charter services during
these months of uncertainty
that COASTAIR has added
to its payroll: three extra

pairs of hands have been essential, declares Samaey, to enable
the company to operate round the clock in three different time
zones.
“Our team operated flights to most European countries and
to the US. As you can imagine, we flew Covid-19 tests kits,
protective clothing such as masks, gloves and full body overalls,
as well as a lot of medical equipment.
“With our Liège-Africa connection we could actually deliver
Covid-19 materials flown on our inter Africa routings operated by
Imperial Cargo. All sales, operations and cargo handling are done
in-house, and this is where we can make a difference in terms of
the operation. We can offer an all-in service to clients, and our
operations have increased from one up to two full B747F flights
per week.
“In the next few weeks, when line operators will come back
with belly capacity, prices might drop a little but the extra
capacity will be more than welcome to replenish all empty stocks.
“Exciting times lie ahead,” he concludes.
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The recent charter boom has not
been exclusively focused on the
problems of the pandemic

A year like no other
Chapman Freeborn’s Chief
Commercial Officer is Neil
Dursley, who is also a member of
the Board of Chapman Freeborn
and Magma Aviation.
“How has the last year been?
It was a year like no other. In
fact the days, the weeks and
the months have all merged
together. Our entire organisation
has been running at a record
high tempo for the past 16
months. I’m extremely proud of
our teams for the superhuman
effort that they have
demonstrated and the changing
working environment where
many are still working remotely
due to local restrictions. It’s been
a year where virtual meetings via
video calls came into their own,
which has enabled us to remain
connected.”
The Chapman Freeborn
Group of companies had a
record increase in fixtures,
with primary lanes from
manufacturing locations in Asia
to Europe, North America, South
America and Africa. The everchanging global situation meant
that its routings were changing
equally constantly.
As Dursley comments: “With
passenger fleets grounded during
the second quarter of 2020,
this created situations where
products that would usually
travel in the bellies of those
aircraft all of a sudden started to
move via charter or part charter.
We were able to support clients
and countries to ensure supply
chain continuity by deploying
our in-house fleet of Magma
Aviation 747/400F aircraft as
well as working with our long
term airline partners.
“By way of example, during
2020 with Magma Aviation
we added Mumbai, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Dubai, the UAE,
Atlanta, New York, Chicago
and Doncaster to our existing
routes of Johannesburg, Hahn,
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Liège, Nairobi and Greenville,
South Carolina.” In fact,
Chapman Freeborn deployed
every aircraft available from
the Antonov 225 to literally
hundreds of preighters to
meet its clients’ needs.

Cargo variety and support
Predictably, the greatest surge
that Chapman Freeborn
witnessed in both 2020 and
2021 was in terms of PPE and
Covid testing kits. “We also
saw a growth in the movement
of perishable food items that
previously moved in the bellies
of passenger aircraft. Towards
the third quarter of 2020 we
noted manufacturing picking
up again. We saw especially
the automotive and oil and gas
sectors come bouncing back.”
Last year saw Chapman
Freeborn invest, acquiring
Arcus Air in Germany; up until
mid-2021 it has been working
around the clock on the intraEuropean automotive sector.
Driven by the extreme demands
of its freight forwarding clients,
the parent company Avia
Solutions Group also acquired a
B747/400F to add to the Magma
Aviation fleet operated by Air
Atlanta Icelandic. Chapman
Freeborn was also busy
supporting many humanitarian
clients, both with PPE and
food items and, more recently,
with vaccine distribution to
some of the most challenging
destinations on the planet.

Looking back to 2019, Dursley assesses that year as a reasonable
one for the group, although the wide-body freighter market
remained a challenge and the traditional peak season from Asia
never really materialised.
And the next six months? “Well, I again see a perfect storm
scenario. We currently still have many travel restrictions, where
most global passengers are simply not able to travel. We may see an
uptick again in PPE/Covid test kits, combined with other, specific
factors. These include the NATO withdrawal from Afghanistan,
which is utilising many of the available AN124s from now until
September; and then there’s the significant port congestion situation
and increases in ocean freight rates with multiple general rate
increases. We also see a current slowdown in automotive cargo
because critical components are not available; but again; this will
come back. If all of this continues then we could again see a surge in
the traditional peak season.
“We have taken measures as a group to ensure that our customers
have the capacities to keep products flowing and Magma Aviation
has secured the use of a fifth 747/400F. Some countries, as is well
documented, have vaccinated their populations to a large extent
while others have a very long way to go, so this uncertain situation
is going to continue well into the future. But we will continue to be
there to support our clients in this perpetual hour of need.”

A record time
“Having completed the second year of trading, 2020 was another
record year for CharterSync,” relates Ed Gillett, the company’s
Director. “Transforming the traditional outdated practices to make
them far quicker and more efficient has resulted in the platform
reducing the quoting process time down from the industry average
of 20-30 minutes to as little as four minutes,” he adds.
Focusing initially on the just-in-time sector, the CharterSync
platform had to react rapidly once Covid-19 came into the picture.
“CharterSync was one of the first to respond, with the co-ordination
of the first Antonov-124 flight from China to Italy, delivering
millions of face masks and urgent medical relief to be used by front
line hospital staff,” he affirms.
With the global shortage continuing, the platform further
responded with the facilitation of a weekly Boeing 747 air bridge
between China and France, delivering vital humanitarian relief.
Thanks to a clear demonstration of operational efficiency, the
platform exceeded expectations in the worldwide delivery of
humanitarian support.
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The data makes for interesting
reading, reckons Gillett. “When
looking at the month of
November 2020, there was an
increase in confirmed charters
by over 800% if compared
with the corresponding month
from 2019. Not only was there
a dramatic increase in total
flights performed, but there was
a significant uptake from new
operators using the platform
that gave access to additional
aircraft capacity to satisfy our
customer needs.”
There’s also a hint of
things to come: “As well as
this year’s demand from the
pharmaceutical, energy and
automotive sectors, we have
recently seen a sharp increase
in demand for aircraft on the
ground product in the last two
months, as passenger flights
begin their recovery.”

No lull for Air Charter Service
At Air Charter Service Dan
Morgan-Evans, Group Cargo
Director, fell into line with other
respondents, saying that 2020
was largely spent in response to
the pandemic.
“We flew over 30,000 tonnes
of PPE to more than 60 countries
in the first few months following
the outbreak. The second half
of the year was a mixture of test
kits and PPE.
“Freighter rates went through
the roof as passenger planes were
grounded while the world shut
down. Belly freight capacity was
almost non-existent,” he recalls.
“Preighters became a staple
of the cargo charter market,
and remain so today, with more
and more airlines opting for
“freighter light” type aircraft –
some airlines have even been
forming as cargo airlines without
full freighters!
“As for 2021, this year
has remained strong for
pandemic-related cargo but
also for consolidation cargo
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The charter business, by its nature,
encompasses all sorts of aircraft,
from huge Russian Antonovs...

as forwarders look to control
the capacity and rates. What
we term normal business has
returned, with charter numbers
up on both 2019 and 2020.”
He highlights the familiar
difficulties, including problems
with social distancing at docks
and airports, self-isolating staff,
high e-commerce demand, the
Ever Given saga, a lack of sea
containers, high sea freight
rates… the list goes on, all of
this causing a perfect storm
for airfreight, in particular the
charter market.
He concludes: “We were
expecting a lull in July and

Preighters
became a staple of
the cargo charter
market, and remain
so today
Dan Morgan-Evans, Air Charter Service

August but we were nearly at July’s forecast before the month even
started, which is testament to the strength of the market.”

An industry Partner
From February to July 2020 alone, Air Partner delivered more than
12m kilogrammes of PPE cargo to the US and Europe from China
and south-east Asia, on a range of chartered freighter aircraft, such
as Antonov AN-124, Boeing 747-400F, Boeing 777F, Boeing 767F and
Airbus A330F types; this was in addition to chartering numerous
passenger-configured aircraft to move time-critical cargo. Specific
undertakings included supporting Project Airbridge, a Covid-19
emergency response initiative led by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
Air Partner not only helped with facilitating the supply of PPE,
with over 300 flights globally, but it also provided relief and support
by keeping businesses moving and supply chains active in Europe,
the US and Asia. For example, in February 2020, when Chinese
industrial production came to a standstill, Air Partner urgently
transported over 70 tonnes of automotive parts from Germany to
the US and also organised a series of charter flights carrying hygiene
products from the US to China.
According to Air Partner, immediately after Brexit, some 50% of
cargo charter business was coming from new clients who would
have normally used sea or ground transportation methods. Subject
to complicated customs protocol and delays, Air Partner was still
able to provide access to customs advisors who could navigate the
complexity, as well as provide faster delivery.
In September 2020, Air Partner expanded its existing operations
in Singapore to strengthen its presence in the Asia Pacific region.
Overseen by Mike Hill, Senior VP Asia Pacific, the Singapore office
played a crucial role in facilitating Air Partner freight globally during
the pandemic. While serving its regular local clients, the team
sourced operator capacity from the region for the global offices,
and co-ordinated local arrangements on the ground in Singapore,
Malaysia, Vietnam and China for the hundreds of flights operating
into the US and Europe.
In addition, the Singapore office provided solutions for disrupted
supply lines in oil and gas, aerospace and e-commerce on some very
time-critical projects.
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...to modestly sized,
prop-driven solutions,
as seen here

Adding to growth of the Air
Partner business, in September
2020, Air Partner established
a sales office in Johannesburg,
following record growth of the
freight division in the preceding
three years, and marking its first
presence in Africa.
Robert Jubb, Freight Trading
Manager, commented: “Our
freight division has played
a crucial part throughout
the pandemic, ensuring that
vital supplies are delivered to
countries in need and keeping
the supply chain moving.
We have also seen a renewed
appreciation for the essential
and faster service air cargo
delivers, particularly in a postBrexit landscape, with a host of
complex customs protocol to
navigate.”

Stability the focus
Finally, Dachser: the specialist
says that it looks back on a
successful 2020, which was
characterised by the loyalty
and climate of mutual trust
between the logistics provider,
its customers and its transport
partners. “We have delivered
on our promise to be a rock of
stability during the coronavirus
crisis,” declares CEO Burkhard
Eling. “The enormous
encouragement of our
customers and partners has been
a great source of motivation.”
Dachser kept its customers’
global supply chains running
without interruption and came
up with flexible solutions
to capacity bottlenecks,
particularly on intercontinental
freight services. “We responded

swiftly to the bottlenecks in air freight capacity by chartering aircraft
to expand our own capacity, initially for medical supplies, later also
transporting other goods for our customers. Overall, we operated
around 150 charter flights between Europe, Asia and the US during
2020,” he adds.

Better by air?
In contrast to the decline of 2.2% in the road logistics business
field, the Air & Sea logistics business field saw a growth of 5.2%. The
business field benefited from having airfreight charter capacity of its
own as well as from high freight rates for intercontinental transport.
Revenues in the Air & Sea Logistics business field gained from the
shortages in air and sea freight capacity, and the corresponding rise
in freight rates, throughout 2020.
Managing the economic consequences of the pandemic has been
a very demanding task for all in 2020, and like other respondents,
Dachser refused to let the coronavirus crisis dictate its actions. In
fact, the coronavirus crisis has reinforced Dachser’s commitment to
training, particularly for drivers and logistics operatives, something
that is deeply rooted in its corporate culture.
Dachser’s business model has thus proven that it can withstand
crises, while at the same time boasting strong growth potential and
adaptability.

At SKYHOUSE LGG your cargo is with the brave ones,
8000sq mtr of warehouse space at Liege airport.

NO waiting hours for both,
import & export cargo!
www.airlogisticsinternational.com
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NIFTY AT 50
C

olombian cargo
airline Líneas Aéreas
Suramericanas, or LAS
Cargo, turns 50 in two short
years. The operation, based
in Bogota, comprises roughly
50% charter flights and 50%
scheduled services, carrying
everything from flowers and
other perishables like fish and
seafood, to pharmaceuticals,
equipment and valuables,
like currency, which it carries
for Central Bank. The airline
feeds flowers into Colombia,
Aruba and Curacao to
connect for onward transport
to Europe and the US, also
carrying pharmaceuticals
for key customers like DHL,
most recently vaccines from
Europe flown to Panama and
Venezuela. “DHL is one of
our top accounts and we are
seeing strong volumes from
them. We have a very strong
support for that operation, as
well as for Avianca to Lima,”
explains airline CEO Frederik
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As LAS Cargo nears its fiftieth birthday,
the Deputy Editor spoke to CEO Frederik
Jacobsen about the change underway.
Jacobsen. “We also have some ad hoc charter flights to Bolivia,
to Brazil, to Central America and to the Caribbean.”
According to Jacobsen, LAS Cargo hasn’t seen any negative
effects of Covid on the operation, aside from a difficult period
in March 2020 when the pandemic began. In fact, in the
second half of 2020 when the economy rebooted, volumes were
very strong and LAS finished the year profitably. “Covid has
not really impacted us because overall we have been able to
continue doing our business receiving the cargo, and there have
not been any major lockdowns in Colombia,” he reports.

Fleet upgrade
As the airline nears its half a century, something of a
transformation has been initiated. “I joined the company in
September 2020 with a very clear mandate from the board of
directors and the owners to restructure the airline to become
much more competitive in the region. Since September we have
brought in a new management team, with a very strong focus
on performance and on growing the business,” Jacobsen says.
With LAS having been around for some time, a previous lack
of investment in fleet upgrades has seen operational standards
and aircraft reliability dip below the desired level, he continues.

“We are in the process of
obtaining IOSA certification.
This is a very important step
for LAS because it means
that we will be operating
under very high operational
standards.
“We operate a very old
fleet of 727s, so the level
of reliability is not where it
needs to be and that’s one of
the main challenges that we
have because we’re running
charter services for DHL,
which operate like clockwork.
We have already initiated a
plan to renew our fleet and
in late August we should be
receiving one 737-400 and
we are just in the process of
negotiating the sale of two
of our oldest aircraft. We’ve
already retired three old
727s and the plan is to start
replacing these with 737s.
The company has signed two
slots with Boeing to start
converting 737-800s starting
in the third or last quarter of
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next year. And those aircraft
should be operational by
either the fourth quarter of
2022 or first quarter of 2023.”
These new generation
aircraft boast digital cockpits
and more efficient engines.
Efficiency is key in the
competitive sphere of air
cargo, where cashflow can
often be an issue. “One of the
reasons we’re upgrading the
fleet and being more efficient
is that we need to lower our
cost per available kilometre,
our unit cost. In my view,
the only way to make it in
this business is to be very
competitive on the cost
structure and very efficient
in the way you operate,” says
Jacobsen.

Geographical expansion
The other challenge for LAS
is to grow and expand the
market. “We are already
looking to expand in several
routes in Latin America. We
aim to become a key player
in Latin America and we
are looking to operate into
the US. We will expand our
services into Central America
and the Caribbean. And
we will add some services
to South America. Some of
these destinations are being
evaluated right now,” relates
Jacobsen. “We have a very
clear plan on the timing and
the routes that we want to
expand; it will mostly revolve
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We have already initiated a plan to
renew our fleet and in late August we
should be receiving one 737-400
Frederik Jacobsen, LAS Cargo

around narrow-body operations. And we don’t rule out that at
some point in time the company will entertain the possibility
of operating wide-bodies. For the time being, the company
wants to focus on replacing its narrow-bodies with new
generation aircraft and becoming a key player in e-commerce,
becoming a strategic partner for the companies involved.”

Technological prowess
Two further key elements in the carrier’s restructure include
changes to company culture and the all-important buzzword:
digitalisation. “The company didn’t have a technology
department last year. We implemented one in December and
that includes an investment of a half a million dollars. This is a
considerable sum for LAS,” admits Jacobsen.
“We are investing heavily in upgrading our technology
infrastructure at every level. We are improving or replacing

many of our systems, for
example our maintenance
system, our weight
and balance system for
operations, and our payroll
and Human Resources
system. We now have a
lot of things in the cloud
and we are changing the
infrastructure on how we
communicate internally by
e-mail.”
The company website is
also due for an overhaul, to
take it from transactional to
interactive. “We want to grow
into developing applications
that will allow the customers
to have full visibility of where
the cargo is, track and trace
reservations, and really have
a much more interactive
system with the customer,
with full transparency.”
With the new generation
aircraft also come data
analytics capabilities, which
are expected to play an
important role in helping
LAS assess cargo flows and
customer behaviour. LAS is
also exploring data analytics
in its finance area. “We
established three months
ago a financial revenue
system that monitors every
flight, every day, so we know
exactly what flights are
making money and what
flights are losing money. The
idea is that very quickly we
can move from routes that
are not profitable into ones
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not a single area that is
not being touched in some
way or the other, and this
is going to be key to the
restructuring in the coming
years. This is a plan that we
aim to execute in the next
four or five years. We’ve
made tremendous progress
in the last eight months,”
he enthuses. “There’s going
to be, at some point, a
decision to bring in fresh
capital to finance the
growth that we expect to
have in the coming years.”

LAS Cargo has invested US$500,000
in technology infrastructure
upgrades since December 2020
that are very profitable.”
This agility to move in and
out of markets and snatch
up opportunities quickly is
hoped to become one of LAS’
key competitive advantages.

Human resources
“Something that I believe
very strongly, based on
the experience that I have
managing companies, is that
companies that spend time
focusing on people really
thrive,” continues Jacobsen.
“When I refer to people I
mean it in the broadest sense
– how you build relationships
with all your stakeholders,
that means the authorities,
your shareholders, your
customers, your suppliers.
Building partnerships where
you treat people with dignity
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and respect. And obviously there’s a lot of focus on the people
that work for LAS.”
LAS Cargo recently conducted an employee satisfaction
survey to gauge how staff feel about the culture and to
identify areas for improvement. Jacobsen is emphatic that it’s
more than just Covid impacting today’s workforce. “It’s also
technology. With the new millennials coming on board, we
recognise that we need to create a better work environment for
everybody in the company, and we need to adapt to a lot of
technological advances. We need to create a better leadership
and management structure.”
A further survey surrounding compensation has also been
completed. These combined efforts are intended to evolve
into a transformation of company culture, focused on
modernisation and equality, both of pay and of opportunity.
From September to December last year, Jacobsen brought
in department leads for human resources, finance, legal,
flight, ground operations and commercial departments.
“Right now, LAS is having a Board of Director meetings
every month. We are having special board committees, for
example in air safety, in human resources and in finance, so
that the company is well managed. We will start introducing
very strict measures on compliance and codes of ethics that
I believe will be very important for LAS in the future. There’s

Looking inward
Despite the global
circumstances, the
challenges for LAS at present
reside internally. “Obviously
they will be linked to how
the economy grows, not
only in Colombia but in
the region, but based on
the forecast, the economies
are expected to continue
recovering to the 2019 levels
and upwards. I think the
drivers of upcoming growth
are going to be certainly
e-commerce, pharmaceuticals
and perishables.
“If the economy continues
to grow, we should not
have external challenges.
The focus is indeed more
internal: how to invest and
find capital to finance the
growth of the airline.”
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10,000 CARGO-ONLY FLIGHTS AND COUNTING!
Proudly keeping your business moving.
Since March 2020, Air Canada Cargo has successfully operated more than 10,000 cargo-only flights. These
flights have ensured medical supplies, vaccines and consumer goods continue to flow through the supply chain
despite capacity challenges at a critical time. We celebrate this milestone along with our employees, customers
and supply chain partners, whom we thank for their resilience and dedication.

Visit aircanadacargo.com
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Rediscover the superior
outcomes of meeting
in person and ad-hoc
networking.
Hurry, our total conference
capacity could be
limited under the Danish
Government’s coronavirus
restrictions and initial
demand is exceptionally
high. We strongly advise you
secure your place now to
avoid disappointment.

More than
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confirmed attendees
so far including nearly

50

airlines

Key benefits of joining:
Nothing beats face-to-face networking:
We know you miss the ad-hoc networking,
which online platforms can’t match.
Denmark is open for business. Please click here for
the latest travel info.
Reconnect with your network: There’s
never been a more important time to
re-engage in person with stakeholders and
support one another through the recovery. Meet with
airlines, handlers, airports, GSE and IT suppliers in a
professional and personalised forum.
Find business solutions to Covid-19
challenges: This year’s conference
seminars will provide best practice advice
on topics including: cargo growth opportunities;
digitisation; GSE innovation; stakeholder
collaboration; flexible SLAs and the future of the
SGHA; employee innovation; cleaning/sanitisation.
Don’t risk being left behind!

BOOK TODAY

annual.groundhandling.com

or email conferences@groundhandling.com for full details

Interested in sponsoring? Contact George Lydon at george@groundhandling.com for information on the packages still available
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SUSTAINABILITY

The green (last) mile
G

reen.
It’s the buzzword that
simply won’t go away.
The environment and all
that pertains to it looms large
in everyday life and the cargo
sector can no longer ignore the
ramifications of an operation
that overlooks its carbon
footprint. Elsewhere in this
issue is a feature on TIACA’s
first sustainability study, which
whilst not squeaky clean,
nevertheless points to the
fact that many in the cargo
business are finally getting
their house in order. There’s a
long way to go yet, but at least
the race has started.
The need to implement
sustainable practices into the
supply chain has been steadily
gaining traction in recent
years. The coronavirus crisis
highlighted the importance
of going green and provided
a fresh start and time to
consider new sustainable
policies. Additionally, some
government policies have been
brought forward in the hope
of reaching 2030 emissions
targets, placing pressure on
providers to adopt more
sustainable practices sooner
than initially anticipated.
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Significant steps
Sustainability has been at the
forefront of people’s minds
for some time, and significant
steps are being taken to reduce
the environmental impact
of parcel shipping. However,
over the last 12 months,
e-commerce deliveries have
soared because of the shift
towards online shopping
during the coronavirus crisis.
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Here, Ti’s Beth Poole picks up on the theme
of the environment in terms of the supply
chain – and notes that the pandemic may
actually lead to a cleaner operation.
The
coronavirus crisis
highlighted the
importance of
going green
Beth Poole, Ti

This dramatic surge in demand has placed sustainability directly
into the spotlight; and increasingly, many people are now
scrutinising how green those last mile deliveries actually are.
It is unsurprising that e-commerce has a less than glowing
reputation for being environmentally friendly. Many will be
accustomed to the sight of overly large boxes stuffed full of
packaging peanuts or bubble wrap to transport an item less than
half the size. There is also the additional issue of online sales
leading to an increasing number of returns, adding to costs in
terms of fuel, manpower and vehicle trips.

Grappling with the environment
As online shopping becomes the norm for many consumers,
retailers and logistics providers are grappling with the
environmental challenges associated with soaring e-commerce
sales. Retailers and logistics providers are currently working
towards cutting down carbon emissions, preventing delivery
vehicles from clogging up roads, and reducing packaging while
simultaneously making sure products are delivered without being
damaged. There is the additional challenge of trying to get stock
back into warehouses quickly enough to ensure a quick sales
turnover once the item has been returned to the retailer.
On average, a domestic package travels over 1,000 miles
between its origin and the end customer, despite the same item
being available at a retail location just a few miles away from the
customer. According to Accenture, last mile delivery accounts
for a staggering 53% of the total cost of shipping – and 41% of
total supply chain costs. Additionally, without any interventions,
it is predicted that there will be a further 32% jump in carbon
emissions from urban delivery traffic by 2030.

The positive side
The coronavirus crisis,
though, has already had some
positive impact on carbon
emissions. In 2020, carbon
emissions fell by 6.4%, or
around 2.3bn tonnes, as
lockdown measures and travel
restrictions brought economic
and social activities to an
abrupt standstill. It would not
be wrong to assume that the
surge in e-commerce parcels
and their accompanying
packaging would not be
overly helpful in reducing
carbon emissions.
However, in-store fulfilment
options have gained traction,
and the last mile situation has
become a little greener, with
many retailers repurposing
their outlets as deemed
appropriate. Retailers were
able to re-utilise them as
local omnichannel fulfilment
centres, thereby allowing
customers to collect or return
deliveries.
Though in-store fulfilment
is nothing new and has
been adopted by retailers in
recent years, the pandemic
has certainly accelerated the
trend. Heading beyond the
crisis, many bricks-and-mortar
stores have been left vacant in
the pandemic’s aftermath and
could be given a new lease of
life as local fulfilment hubs.
It is estimated that retailers
who adopt this idea, using
local fulfilment centres within
their supply chain strategies,
could actually reduce last mile
emissions by between 17-26%
through to 2025.
That’s a green thought
worth thinking about.
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PERSISHABLES
The Norwegian seafood market is growing and, with it, so are the challenges. Director of
Euroavia International Lars-Gunnar Comén brings an update.

N

orway is the world’s second largest exporter of seafood.
Seafood is Norway’s most important export commodity
after oil and gas. In total, 2.7m tons of seafood, with a value
of NOK105.7bn (US$12.4bn), were exported in 2020 according to
the latest data from the Norwegian Seafood Council. Salmon has
become an important commodity for the air freight industry,
since fresh fish transported to destinations outside Europe must
be flown.
The total volume of outbound salmon by air increased from
96,000 tons in 2011 to 230,000 tons 2019, in just nine years (see
right). This has obviously resulted in both significant opportunities
for air carriers and also created major challenges for the seafood
industry to get access to required airfreight capacity out of Norway.
A major share of these volumes has been, and still is, trucked into
major airports in continental Europe.
The coronavirus situation resulted in a significant drop in
volumes during 2020, down to 180,500 tons full year. The biggest
air carriers operating freighters into Oslo-Gardermoen airport
according to Avinor statistics are Qatar Airways, Korean, Ethiopian,
Emirates, El Al, Silk Way West and Turkish Airlines. There are
currently around 12 daily freighters at Oslo-Gardermoen carrying
fish to various destinations around the world.

Major seafood trends
Several general trends have been documented recently within the
seafood sector.
1. New sales channels. We have seen a significant increase in
online shopping for seafood products in certain markets. Some
46% of Chinese consumers now buy seafood online, often or very
often. Seafood producers must be able to meet this new demand
for consumer-driven shopping behaviour.
2. Sustainability. Awareness among younger generations on how
seafood is produced and transported is growing.
3. Convenience. Consumers value that seafood is easy to get hold
of, easy to prepare and comes at a good price.
4. Health and wellness. Health-related trends for “functional
food”. Seafood is often regarded as a healthier food choice
than meat.
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Norwegian salmon exports 2010-2020 by air (chargeable tons)
Source: Norwegian Seafood Council/Norwegian Customs/Norwegian Statistics

5. Transparency. Consumers
tend to ask where the food is
from, how it is produced and
what it contains.
Until a few years ago, the US
was the biggest market for
Norwegian salmon by air, but it
ranked third place full-year
2020. US-bound volumes by air
contracted 36% between 2018
and 2020. Japan was the biggest
destination in 2020, with
around 30,200 tons. East Asia
in general is by far the most
important market for
Norwegian salmon. In total
around 121,500 tons were
exported there in 2020. The

table (see overleaf) illustrates
the monthly volumes between
January 2020 until May 2021
for the eight biggest markets for
Norwegian salmon by air. South
Korea has overtaken the role as
biggest destination since
January 2021. The three biggest
markets in Asia are Japan,
China PR and South Korea.
Norway is the dominant
supplier in most Asian
markets. According to data
from China Customs, Norway
has a 60% market share in
China, followed by Chile at
13% and the Faroe Islands
with 12%.
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Capacity challenges
The crucial issue for Norwegian seafood exporters has long been a
lack of sufficient capacity out of Oslo-Gardermoen. Even now when
there are so many air carriers operating freighters out of Norway,
around 60% of outbound volumes are trucked into other airports in
Scandinavia, continental Europe or the UK. Volumes bound for the
US market are often trucked into London Heathrow.
The capacity issue has been even more obvious during
pandemic times. The withdrawal of passenger long-haul flights
from Oslo and other Nordic airports resulted in much less
available belly capacity, since airlines such as SAS and many
others carried significant volumes in belly-hold. This situation
was partly balanced by the fact that consumer demand for
seafood in China, the US and other markets decreased for a while
because of strict lockdowns, so restaurants had to close. Some
airlines moved freighter capacity to other markets in order to
cope with the demand for PPE and medical equipment.

Seeking solutions
Some air carriers have found new solutions to serve the
Norwegian market. Passenger freighters (or preighters) have been
deployed into Norwegian airports. Qatar Airways currently
operates six preighters a week into Oslo, Bodø and Evenes. Virgin
Atlantic has commenced a preighter service between Evenes and
London Heathrow. Whether passenger freighters will remain in
place when market conditions return to more normal
conditions, it is hard to say. The availability of passenger aircraft
for cargo use will certainly decrease when airlines’ passenger
divisions restore their passenger networks fully. In the short-

term, they will most likely
remain in Norway for a while.
Seafood producers in
northern Norway have long
since been pushing for direct
cargo flights into their region.
Trucking time from the north
to Oslo-Gardermoen is around
three days. A few forwarders use
train transportation from
Narvik through Sweden into
Oslo. Since most salmon is
produced in the northern parts
of the country, this has been a
crucial issue for many years.
The introduction of preighters
into the north has been highly
appreciated by many shippers.
There are different views on
whether the industry should
concentrate all cargo operations
into one airport up north and
develop a strong cargo hub or if
it is preferable that several
airports compete for traffic.
Market actors tend to favour
collaboration but still believe
that competition to a certain
degree can be beneficial.

Salmon volumes from Norway by air January 2020 – May 2021 to major markets in East Asia (tons per month)
Source: Norwegian Seafood Council/Norwegian Customs/Norwegian Statistics
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Future focus
Lack of sufficient cooling
facilities at Oslo-Gardermoen
is a key issue to solve for the
future. Airlines and forwarders
are not happy with the
current situation. Avinor had
plans to develop its own
terminal but the timing
wasn’t right, so the project
was cancelled. It is currently
rather unclear who is taking
the initiative to launch a
sustainable cooling
infrastructure for Gardermoen
airport. The actors continue to
emphasise that it is important
to show the world that
Norway has a transparent
supply chain solution in place.
Collaboration among different
players in the market will
remain highly important.
Air carriers highlight that
sustainability issues will
become more and more
important in the future. The
problem of directional
imbalance has always affected
the Norwegian market in that
so little inbound cargo into
Norway makes it more
difficult to build sustainable
business cases. Airlines will
eventually try to avoid
long-haul trucking to faraway
hubs when environmental
factors become a bigger focus
among consumers.
Ultimately, there might
come a need for an overhaul of
the Scandinavian air cargo
market structure in order to
establish a sustainable,
long-term set-up on how to
better balance inbound and
outbound cargo volumes.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lars-Gunnar Comén is the Director of
Euroavia International (www.euroavia.com)
and organiser of The Future of Norwegian
Seafood Air Logistics conference
(www.seafoodairlog.com)
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VACCINE ROLLOUT REPORT

MESSAGE IN
A BOTTLE
How well has the vaccine delivery programme
performed? Alwyn Brice takes a look at the
findings of a Pharma.Aero report.
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O

ver the last 18 months
the cargo sector has been
patting itself on the back
to a degree, basking in the
glory that has accompanied
its importance in distributing
not only PPE but also the vital
vaccines in the battle against
Covid-19. Equally, the press
has picked up on this valuable
contribution to the world’s
welfare, and accorded it many
column inches.
But beyond the hype and the
plaudits, has the sector actually
performed as well as it might
under what have been extremely
trying circumstances?
A white paper, entitled Air
Cargo’s Response to Initial
Global Covid-19 Vaccine
Roll-out, recently published by
Pharma.Aero, goes some way
to answering that particular
question. It provides an
interesting round-up of data and
feedback from the sector.
Assessed under four divisions
(speed, reliability, security
and transparency), air cargo
communities were able to
document their plans and
measures adopted in dealing
with the pandemic. Topics
covered included priority parking
bays and customs clearance
speed: in this latter, some had
been able to establish a special
lane for the swift passage of the
vaccine shipments.
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Needless to say, coolchain arrangements in their entirety are
flagged up, with everything from contingency planning to capacity
and capability mapping covered. It has been vital for the whole
logistical chain to have robust links in place and that What if?
scenarios have not only been discussed but have also been addressed.
It is encouraging to note that some players also tried test runs ahead
of the major cargoes, just to ensure the integrity of the whole process.
It was equally reassuring to learn that nearly all the member
respondents had set up a special Covid-19 vaccine internal task
force across various departments and geographies within their
organisations. A lot of training has also been necessary for staff,
ranging from those behind desks to those physically moving the
shipments out on the ramp: dry ice management, in particular, has
been an important part of the learning process.

Other issues
Because of the valuable and fragile nature of the vaccine, it has been
imperative for cargo communities to have the necessary storage and
temperature controls that ensure their cargoes are kept within the
correct temperature perimeters. From charging stations to cool dollies
to sensors, everything has had to be considered and implemented to
an extent.
Data visibility via an app or other means has proved a bonus in
this business, as has pre-shipment notification from forwarders and
vaccine suppliers. At a time when flight schedules have been erratic
and vaccine production subject to ebb and flow, anything that can
assist the carrier has been welcome.

The final score
The most telling material is to be found on page 12, where
shippers were asked to comment on the roll-out in terms of the
aforementioned four criteria, namely speed, reliability, security and
transparency, and submit a score for the sector.
Here, pharma shippers replied that most of their vaccine
shipments had been accorded priority treatment and fast transit
times. Whilst none actually reported vaccines being spoiled or
damaged during the air transportation process, nevertheless there
were a few documented cases in which shipments were short-shipped
or mis-shipped.
In the longer term, as vaccine volumes shipped by air are expected

to increase, pharma shippers
did express their concerns
about potential delays arising
from capacity availability and
irregular flight schedules.
Shipment visibility was
also flagged up as an area to be
addressed. It was felt that more
could be done to enhance this
situation and indeed, shippers
tended to agree that shipment
visibility declined once the
products left their facilities. In
essence, transparency needed to
be improved.
In all, the sector was accorded
7.5 out of 10 in terms of
preparedness, with 8 out of 10
being given for perceived service
quality.

In conclusion
The report, at heart, is
optimistic, and states that,
despite the initial fears that large
volumes of temperature-sensitive
vaccines shipments could well
contribute to bottlenecks within
the air cargo supply chain, the
air cargo industry has performed
generally well during the initial
global roll-out of the vaccines.
Here, knowledge sharing has
been key to the impressive
performance figures.
To read the paper in full, log on to: http://
pharma.aero/images/blog/1071288%20
Whitepaper%20Covid%20Project%20-%20
Final%20version.pdf
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INDUSTRY
COMMENT

WOKE DON’T WORK
IN CHINA
Stanley Chao of All In Consulting offers his stance on wokeness in the business world.
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Kong, Taiwan and Tibet.
What to do? My advice –
absolutely nothing. Side with
China and you run the risk of
alienating customers in your
home base. Anger China and
lose the world’s second largest
consumer market.
I know, my headings appear
callous, weak and insensitive.
But if there’s one thing I’ve
learned in 25 years of doing
business in China, it’s to stay
away from the geopolitical
fray. If you don’t, you’ll pay a
hefty price.
Just ask FedEx. In 2019,
the company inadvertently
re-routed packages sent by
Huawei, the world’s largest
5G telecommunications
equipment manufacturer, from

its Shenzhen headquarters to
the US instead of shipping
them to other Huawei offices
in Asia.
This incident almost
became an international
crisis as Huawei suspected
“external parties” may have
been involved in diverting
the packages. Huawei, at
the time, was at the centre
of the US-China trade war
as former President Trump
had blacklisted the Chinese
company, forbidding American
high-tech companies from
doing business with them.
Was FedEx working for
the US Government? Was
this a purposeful, nefarious
act? Definitely not. It was an
honest mistake, but with US-

China tensions at an all-time
high, one could easily come to
false conclusions.

Respect China’s culture
When it comes to cultural
sensitivities, every country
has their dos and don’ts. We
don’t drink alcohol or eat pork
in Muslim countries. We take
off our shoes on tatami mats
in Japan. One of the worst
cultural faux pas I ever made
was criticising India’s cricket
team.
Western culture and norms
applaud and reward MNOs
for taking firm stances on
controversial issues. American
consumers in particular
demand to know what their
favourite brands have to say
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M

ulti-national
organisations (MNOs)
today, and particularly
those in the air logistics
industry that base their
businesses on cross-border
transactions, walk a fine line.
They’re expected to not only
turn quarterly profits, but
also to take stances on such
geopolitically sensitive topics
as social justice, human rights
and climate change.
China, probably the first
or second largest market for
most air logistics companies,
sits front and centre in this
modern era of “wokeness”
and “cancel culture” with
a plethora of reported
humanitarian and political
abuses in Xinjiang, Hong

about the BLM movement,
climate change, Brexit or
immigration reform.
Not so in China. Chinese
consumers aren’t interested
in what Huawei, the world’s
largest telecommunications
equipment manufacturer,
thinks about the hot social
topics of the day. As a
communist country, China
doesn’t subscribe to the rest
of the world’s notion that
everybody’s views need to be
heard. China incorporates its
own versions of individualism,
freedoms of speech and selfdignity - and they should be
equally revered and accepted.
I think my Chinese
grandmother summed
up China’s concept of
individualism pretty well when
she once told me: “Shut up,
mind your own business, and
do your work.” Some sound
advice.

Lessons from Tiananmen
After the Tiananmen riots in
1989, MNOs fled China in
droves. The world consensus
was that China and its
communist regime were done
for. No CEO in their right
mind would ever think of
doing business in China again.
John Tu, CEO of the world’s
largest third-party computer
manufacturer, Kingston
Technology, remembers that
moment in time vividly.
“We second-guessed whether
entering China was the right
thing to do. Were we making
a mistake doing business in
China? Was this the beginning
of the end?”
How wrong we were.
Indeed, the riots
represented a nadir in China’s
tumultuous history, but the
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country survived, and thirty
years later it’s thriving as the
second largest economy in the
world.
I praise FedEx, UPS, DHL
and others who could have
easily bailed out of China
after Tiananmen, but resisted
political pressure to do so.
Now they reap the rewards as
China is soon to be the largest
economy in the world.
Even in the aftermath
of Covid-19 and incessant
accusations that China cooked
up the virus in a Wuhan lab,
MNOs like Coca-Cola defy
conventional wisdom by not
only supporting China, but
by also doubling-down on
opportunities there.
“We look at investing
in growing our business in
China,” said Curt Ferguson,
President of Coca-Cola Greater
China and Korea, in an
interview with China Global
Television Network. “We are
here for the long term. We’re
here to invest. It’s going to be
our next biggest business.”
Like Tiananmen, this
precarious time, along with
anti-China sentiments, will
pass, and the country will see
and experience better times.

Stick to what you know
I’m routinely asked the
rhetorical question, “How can
you do business in a country
that has a reputation for
human rights abuses?”
My answer: I’m not
a humanitarian worker,
politician, or Catholic priest.
I’m a businessman.
My goals, and anybody
else’s that work at a for-profit
organisation, are to maximise
revenue and shareholder
equity. Businesses pay me

well before the media started
reporting on Xinjiang.
Likewise, I buy stocks in
companies not for the social
justice causes they support,
but for their profit and growth
potential. I’ll then do what I
want with the stock profits and
dividends, donating them to
the charities and causes of my
choice.

China doesn’t
subscribe to
the rest of the
world’s notion
that everybody’s
views need to be
heard
Stanley Chao, All In Consulting

to make money for them,
not to decide whether China
commits crimes against
humanity, or whether the
Hong Kong National Security
Law is morally just. But
that’s not to say that I’m
not concerned about these
issues on a personal level. I’m
human. I care.
For instance, my due
diligence when finding
Chinese suppliers involves
a thorough investigation of
whether companies engage
in forced labour or mistreat
employees. I was doing this

Keep it simple
I wear Nike sneakers because
they look cool, not because
the company takes a staunch
position on not using Xinjiang
cotton. I watch LeBron James
because he’s the greatest
basketball player, not because
I expect him to support
democracy in Hong Kong.
Why complicate our lives
by morphing wokeness,
political correctness, business
interests and our personal lives
to the point where we can’t do
what we want without secondguessing ourselves?
There’s a time and place to
take a stand on issues you care
about - and doing business in
China is not one of them.
So, as my grandmother
says: “Shut up, mind your own
business, and ship products.”
It’s that simple.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Twitter: @stanleychao6
Stanley Chao is Managing Director of All In
Consulting, assisting Western companies
in China, and the author of Selling to
China: A Guide for Small and Medium-Sized
Businesses.

The opinions and views given by the
writer in this editorial are personal and
do not necessarily reflect those of any
institution or corporate body.
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CARGO
EQUIPMENT

G

iven that it’s impossible
to divorce the hi-lift
from the cargo
operation, it will come as no
surprise to learn that there are
several manufacturing
companies which are able to
supply this item of
equipment. Main deck as well
as lower deck loaders are
readily available; and today’s
choices, whilst primarily
reliant on diesel for
propulsion, also increasingly
encompass battery power –
and in one instance, even
hydrogen.

UPLIFTING
EXPERIENCE

The background to a special
operation
The subject of this editorial is
the handling company GTA
dnata, which was founded in
2014, and which is based at
Toronto Pearson International
airport in Mississauga,
Ontario. It all began with
Lufthansa, which was the
handler’s launch customer;
today, the enterprise is best
described as a medium-sized
aviation services provider.
According to Luis Da Silva,
who is Director of Ramp
Operations, the company has
managed to disrupt the
handling arena by introducing
and adhering to what he
describes as a unique but very
basic business model.
“Our founder realised some
time ago that most handling
companies operating in
Toronto, and in other airports,
were engaged in a race to the
bottom and used similar
models that revolved around
market share and cost cutting.
The employees were not fairly
compensated, nor were they
treated fairly.”
With GTA dnata, he
introduced a different
approach: one that looked at
compensating employees at a
level that clearly
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In another of an occasional series, the
Editor takes a look at a handling operation
and its choice of hi-lifts.
differentiated the company
from everyone else. Next, it
was a case of finding
customers who were willing
to buy a quality service and
pay the rates needed to
sustain the model.
“In little more than five
years GTA dnata grew from
just 14 employees and one
customer to more than 700
and close to 20 business
partners. Then, Covid-19 hit
our industry and our ground
handling business was
severely crippled.”
Prior to the pandemic, GTA
dnata was handling more
than 700 departures per
month (equating to about
9,000 departures per year),

including some 30 freighters
per month (which worked
out at close to 400 per year).
But things had to change.
“We are now employing
about 350 staff and handling
an average of 300 flights per
month; however, almost one
third of these are either
freighters or passenger
freighters, which are
passenger airplanes flying
with only cargo instead of
passengers.
“Toronto remains our only
station at this time. However,
we announced the launch of
service at Vancouver
International in 2020 and
expect to be operational there
in the coming months.”

Speaking of cargo
GTA dnata’s freight operation
sees it handling airline
customers’ cargo which arrives
from and departs to just about
every corner of the globe:
China, Germany, Ethiopia,
Korea, The Philippines, Turkey
and Egypt are some of the
countries served, in addition to
many domestic airports within
Canada.
When it comes to loading
cargo, GTA dnata is a longestablished customer of
Florida-based JBT AeroTech.
Says Da Silva: “We buy JBT
exclusively where high-loaders
are concerned. Their
performance, reliability and
value are unmatched in the
industry. We mainly use
Commander 15 and 30
models, although we do have a
few larger units, like the
Commander 40 and 60 types.”
Could he comment on the
day-to-day running of JBT
hi-lifts? And what about the
after-sales situation?
“We have a fantastic
relationship with JBT, due to
their ability to react when we
encounter a problem. Their
response time to resolve any
issues we may encounter is
quick and parts are always
readily available.”
Finally, what about the
environmental side of his
operation? How advanced is
this?
“As any responsible
company would, we are open
to adding as much green GSE
as possible. The infrastructure
at our current active station
does not yet accommodate
electric loaders; this is because
charging stations are not yet
available. However, we have
been, and remain, in
discussions with the airport
authority and look forward to
this transition, whenever it
becomes feasible.”
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through the ongoing Covid crisis? Or have you got a great example of a service/GSE innovation or a
sustainability initiative that will act as a catalyst for a successful restart at your station?
Yes? Then tell us your stories as GHI launches our Pride of Ground
Handling Awards 2021. Winners will be announced at GHI Pride of Ground
Handling Awards virtual ceremony on 7 December 2021

Commander
30i Electric
Cargo Loader

MAKES IT POSSIBLE.

jbtc.com/aerotech

Elevating
cargo to the
next level.
G R E AT R E L I A B I LT Y
E A S Y T O O P E R AT E
E A S Y T O M A I N TA I N

